
Drop dead gorgeous meenakari bangle
designs that make you awestruck

If you are a jewellery lover then Meenakari jewellery is a must-have jewellery in
your collection. In ancient times meenakari jewellery was used to show regality
and the woman of every royal household had a huge attraction to meenakari
jewellery set because of its intrigue design on a beautiful gold base. With time
craftsmen started making this delicate piece on different other materials such as
silver, copper, brass, etc., which makes it affordable and increase its popularity.

The beautiful meenakari art
There is a lot of confusion among the people that the art originated from Persia
and came to India with the Mughals, according to some others the art has a
timeless association with the vibrant state of Rajasthan. Raja Man Sigh of Amer
bring this beautiful and intricated artwork of Meenakari to Rajasthan by bringing
highly skilled craftsmen from Lahore. Today, Jaipur is called the hub of
Meenakari artwork. The meenakari work is widely done on gold in Jaipur, Delhi
and Banaras while in Udaipur, Nathdwara and Bikaner the work of art is done on
silver. With time meenakari jewellery has changed its trends and it’s no more
limited to the family business. You can also find meenakari jewellery in online
traditional jewellery.

https://www.cierojewels.com/meenakari-jewellery
https://www.cierojewels.com/meenakari-jewellery


Process of making
It requires extreme perfection and skill to design this delicate art of work. The
maker of this jewellery makes it very carefully by fusing the pieces of individual
finely powdered coloured glass. Various type of oxides is taken into use to obtain
the brightest colour. Some craftsman also uses powder from precious and
semi-precious stones like quartz, crystal and sapphire.

Making meenakari jewellery takes a lot of time and also requires teamwork. It
takes over few days or even months to complete a piece of jewellery. It starts
with the designer, designing the most eye catchy design then goes to a goldsmith
who makes the moulds for the jewellery design and designed the shape
accordingly. Then the grafters engrave the designs and pass them to the
meenakari, they then fill those engraved designs with beautiful colourful enamel.
This process also includes firing and polishing the end product to give it a
gorgeous look. In this way, beautiful meenakari jewellery is made by a group of
talented craftsmen. Nowadays craftsman has also started designing meenakari
jewellery in beautiful customized artificial jewellery to make it more affordable.



If you are a wedding guest and want to shine differently in the crowd then in this
wedding session you can do your online artificial jewellery shopping for these
beautiful and affordable pieces of meenakari jewellery from our online shop.

Few of the striking meenakari bangle designs

● Modish and unique meenakari bangles:-
This is a very beautiful set of meenakari bangles. The design is made by
combining meenakari work with beautiful Kundan stones.

● Floral pattern adorns with pearls:-
This meenakari bangle set gives a very beautiful royal look. The pearl and
meenakari design make it look very elegant.

● Meenakari bangles encrusted with flat polkis:-
This meenakari bangle set is nothing but will give a proper royalty vibe to
your look. Polki is royal artwork of Jaipur and combined with beautifully
crafted Kundan stone just looks elegant. The polki and meenakari work use
the same process.

● Traditional meenakari bangles in red and green:-
The traditional red and green meenakari work on that rustic gold is
something different. It feels like the set of this bangle has come straight
from the jewellery box of any princess.

https://www.cierojewels.com/meenakari-jewellery/meenakari-bangles



